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Stacey & Bob,

Couple of things:

1) Doel Issues:
a. Carol Trip:

i. Spoke with Mike Case and Carol Nove regarding her January 8E trip to support the
FANC NDE Working Group. We are all on the fence with the trip. If you anticipate
domestic inspection requirements or think it would be useful for her to attend for
domestic issues, let me know so that I can ask Brian.

ii. Please provide a short justification (few sentences) so that I can forward to Brian as the
NRR request.

b. Chairman Doel 1rief:
I. Heard through the grapevine that you're briefing the Chairman tomorrow or Wednesday.

ii. I was a bit surprised to find that out.
iii, In the future, I would appreciate a heads up anytime you have or will discuss RES

support of NRR especially to upper management or the commission. CIB staff are
working extremely hard to support NRR and they should be recognized (Carol, Gary,
and Mark) and its useful sometimes to expose senior staff to the NRC process to
broaden them for bigger and better things.

iv. Also, please do not speak for RES staff or contract dollar support to senior management
or the commission. Travel and contractor funds are VERY, VERY limited. So, please do
not promise what cannot be promised.

c. User Need:
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ii. As a result, we will need an NRR User Need to continue the effort. Even if we get the-C
user need, we cannot guarantee contractor support at this time as our funds are limited.

2) PTS NUREG Comments:
a. Thanks for the PTS RG comments. Much appreciated. We're going through them now.
b. When can we anticipate the PTS RG Technical Basis NUREG comments?

Thanks,
Al
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